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Wednesday Fly-in

Details of weekly Club Fly-ins will
appear in your Inbox on Tuesday at

the latest. Be aware that, depending on
the weather forecast, the event may be
moved to the Tuesday or Thursday to
take advantage of the best flying weather.

From the outside looking in - Flying
on the ground by Ed Wells

Wednesday the 11th of May, Unit 3,
Atlantic Rd, Avonmouth, BS11 9QD.

Numbers are a drag - but numbers
matter. Matter matters,  and when
numbers start playing with the way in
which matter becomes energy, and that
energy is focused on a specific goal, ideas
turn into reality and amazing things can
happen:

  What has 135,000 horse power
(25,000 more than the QE2)?

  What burns 64,000 litres of fuel - a
second?

  What car would be capable of
reaching an altitude of 25,000 feet
if it went straight up?

  What has wheels and brakes de-
signed to rotate at 10,200rpm?

  What generates 20 tons of drag at
1,000 mph at ground level?

  What is designed to go from zero to
1,000 mph in 55 seconds?

  What is designed to go from 500 to
1,000 mph in 17 seconds?

  What is designed to take the flying
mile world record in 3.6 seconds –
that’s 1000 mph?

Bloodhound SSC – that’s what!
http://www.bloodhoundssc.com/

The really good thing about finding
myself a little bit retired is that when the
opportunity to go and do something turns
up I can just go. An email turned up from
a friend in the club via another friend in
another club indicating that if I was
available I could get to visit the
Bloodhound SSC base in Avonmouth and
see what the project is about. Having
been bought up in an era when land
speed records seemed to tumble every
couple of years and having watched
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Bluebird kill Donald Campbell I went
along and took a closer look.

Things I learnt during that evening were
simply staggering. Having walked around
Bloodhound SSC, which is now awaiting
the final critical component, delivery of
the Rocket motor, all I can say is if you
get the chance, take the tour and see it
for yourself. The best part for me was the
walk through, and talk, by Martin Roper,
a very good and knowledgeable speaker.
He covered what happens and why the
design is currently the way it is and the
three iterations and design
configurations that preceded the current
car. The facts re-set everything you ever
thought you may have understood.
Things like…

  What is that V8 Engine doing?
Jaguar have stepped in with a
tuned 500hp engine which drives
the fluid pump that moves  tons of
HTPB (Hydroxyl-Terminated
Polybutadiene) fuel through to the
Nammo Rocket motor which takes
the car from 400 through to the
ultimate 1000 mph goal

  Why are the brakes just large
ventilated callipers? Carbon fibre
disks can’t survive 10,000 rpm.

  Why is the back of the
car/fuselage cut flat? Any
attempt at streamlining the rear
results in more aerodynamic forces
that during acceleration do
‘strange’ things.

  How do the tiny front trim tabs
control the pitch? Most of the
trim is pure design however these
incredibly small canard winglets
have one degree of pitch control
which is used to ensure the car
keeps flying on the ground rather

than plough into the ground - or
into the sky!

  And how big are Andy Green’s
private parts? Watch the on-
board cam footage of Thrust SSC’s
record breaking run and wonder
what sort of person can provide a
commentary and feedback while
hitting the edge of understanding.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zwh7Hlk6q1I . That car was
apparently within 30mph of a
terminal incident simply because
the data for the design was not
complete and the compute power
for the fluid dynamic modelling and
simulation was not then available.
The car did the run several hundred
yards off the track due to the
unexpected while digging a
massive furrow due to drag forces
beneath the car that the team
hadn’t expected or calculated. He
got the two timed runs in and went
supersonic (almost by accident),
and brought the record home – but
how close was that? It will soon be
20 years since that record was set
– that’s how far they pushed the
limits in 97, and no one has caught
up.

History lesson.
  04/10/1983 – Black Rock, Nevada

Desert. Thrust 2 designed by John
Ackroyd and driven by Richard
Noble reached a top speed of
650.88 mph (1,047.49 km/h) and
broke the record at 633.468 mph
(1,019.468 km/h) (average speed
of two runs within one hour). It was
powered by a single Rolls-Royce
Avon jet engine sourced from
an English Electric Lightning
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  15/10/1997 - Black Rock, Nevada
Desert. Thrust SSC designed by
Ron Ayers, Glynne
Bowsher,Jeremy Bliss and driven
by Andy Green reached a speed of
763.035 miles per hour
(1,227.986 km/h), the
first supersonic record. It was pow-
ered by two afterburning Rolls
Royce Spey turbofan engines.

History in the making.
  ??/??/2017 - Hakskeen Pan, South

Africa. Bloodhound SSC driven I
assume by Andy Green will take
the record again – but will it make
1000mph?

As ever we are not alone, the Americans
and a couple of other serious contenders
are out there designing and fettling to
take the record – if you fancy a trip down
to the Bloodhound Technical Centre in
Avonmouth to support our British efforts
contact johnelver@yahoo.com or phone
him on 01179693119 - the next visit is
scheduled for August 10th. A tenner will
get you in – and it’s money well spent. I
have the schedule for the evening if you
want it.

For your information there was also a
microlight flying angle for the Thurst SSC
record.  John Fack was then the
marketing director of Pegasus
Microlights. At that point the increase to
450kg weight limit for microlights  and

the new Rotax 912 engine had
transformed the flex wing microlight into
a serious distance flying machine with
speeds and visibility that made it the
obvious choice for camera and wildlife
clearing duties for the Thrust SSC Land
speed record attempt. John Fack and
Richard Meredith Hardy did the flying
duties if I recall. And to capture the
supersonic shock wave on camera was a
stunning achievement.

Flight checks (high level) – this
doesn’t mention the Rolls Royce
Eurofighter EJ200 Jet afterburner phase
prior to the full Nammo rocket powered
sprint through the measured mile. Or the
fact that they have just one hour to turn
the beast around re-fuel (around 30 tons
of fuel) and do the whole run again from
the other end to provide the average
time required for the record.

The runs will start in anger in Africa on
the Hakskeen Pan in the Mier area of the
Northern Cape, South Africa where a new
track on the massive flood plain 12 miles
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long will be marked up by a GPS driven
tractor.  The formal trials will begin next
year, gathering data from hundreds of
sensors built into the car to ensure the
real time data captured correspond to the
fluid dynamic calculations that support
the design. The SSC project burns money
as fast as it burns fuel – the big company
sponsors don’t provide all the finance so
if/when you get the opportunity to go,
don’t quibble about a tenner – its money
well spent.

Fly-in Reports
8thJune - Eastbach - by “Bumble”

Well, it was a long time coming but
the Kick-off to our 2016 Fly-in

season took place at Eastbach (Spence)
Airfield just north of Coleford in the
Forest of Dean - although the weather
was still trying to upset the Party! Dave
Nixon couldn't get out from his strip near
Malvern due to high winds and torrential
rain. Things improved drastically and he
later rang me mid BBQ to offer the Long
Marston Crews his strip as a diversion.
Luckily we didn't need it.

Bruce and Wendy were busy slicing the
rolls and cooking the first burgers when I
arrived about 5:30. By 6:30 the field was
almost full with aircraft parked in two
rows, all-in all, about 21. Several

members arrived by car and Bob Hinds by
his Fire Blade.

As usual Bruce and Wendy excelled with
succulent burgers and sizzling sausages
with onions and relish for the final touch.
When the majority of visitors had
enjoyed their main course, Wendy laid up
another table with cakes of all shapes and
sizes together with Pavlovas and
cheesecake, what a feast. After all, no-
one had been fed since last year!

During the evening, the Air Ambulance
bucket was filling up and a total of
£160.00 was raised, well done everyone.
With reports of rain over Gloucester,
there was a hurried departure by several
members keen to stay dry. I left around
8:30 when a few black clouds were
gathering overhead but didn`t see a drop
while at the Airfield. A great night, thanks
Wendy and Bruce.
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Ed Wells for the article on Bloodhound SSC
and Brian “Bumble” for the Fly-in write-up.
Trevor Jackson for drawing attention to
the Dehydration article. Bruce Morgan for
the fly-in photo.

John Sparks managed to get in the air
recently. He sent these photos from his
flight on a day when the visibility was not
particularly good but allowed flight above
clouds with plenty of “holes” through
which to see the ground!

Editor’s note:- In the hope of better,
warmer weather in the not too distant
future I have attached to this newsletter,
in PDF format for e-mail recipients,  an
article on Dehydration with particular
emphasis on flying. It might appear to be
rather “dry” reading (pun intentional) but
it sets out the symptoms, effects and
consequences very clearly.

Bill Austin (Editor)

marshview@john-lewis.com

01684 833789


